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WINTER Pm<, cj_o^7;

SCHOOI^OPENS ON MONDAY, JANUARY 4, AT 1 P. M.

ftoians

Florida's
Oldest College
Newspaper

VOLUME 42

(Weekly Student Newspaper)

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1936

ANNUAL CHRISTMAS
SERVICE HELD IN
CHAPEL ON MONDAY
Special Feature I s Presentation of Christmas
Tableaux
«HE

COMES

AGAIN"

planned And Directed B y t h e
Rev. Denney
The annual Christmas Festival
Service was held Monday evening
in the Knowles Memorial Chapel.
The celehration, which has become
one of Rollins' finest traditions,
was especially impressive this year,
its special feature being the presentation of a Christmas tableaux
beautifully set to a background of
traditional Christmas music.
The tableaux, which was affectively entitled "He Comes Again",
was planned and directed by the
Rev. William H. Denney, Jr., director of Chapel Activities. The
splendid music rendered by the
Chapel Choir and accompanied by
Prof. Siewert at the organ was
superbly directed hy Prof. Christopher 0. Honaas, choirmaster.
The tableaux was presented in
four episodes, each of the episodes
being accompanied by appropriate
Gospel readings selected by Mr.
Denney and delivered by Alan
Taulbee.
The first episode, which depicted
the Annunciation to Mary was accompanied by a reading from St.
Luke and the beautiful rendition of
Bach's "Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring" by the choir, accompanied by
the Leonard String Quartet.
The second episode of the tableaux depicted the Annunciation to
Joseph. This episode was accompanied by an appropi-iate reading
from St. Matthew, after which the
choir sang the traditional carol,
"0 Come, 0 Come Immanuel". The
characters of the Virgin Mary,
Joseph and the Angel Gabriel were
splendidly portrayed by Louise
Macpherson, Fentress Gardner and
Dante Cetrulo, respectively. This
second episode aws also accompanied by the fine rendition of "Angels We Have Heard On High"
<arr. Biedermann) by A Cappella
Choir.
The third episode depicted the
visitation of the Shepherds and the
(Continued on page 2, eol. 1)

Succeeds Edwards
As George VI

COMMENT
ON THE
WEEKS NEWS

GIVING

(Continued on page 2, col. 2)

FIRST

CONCERT

FiSlENTOGIVE
CHRISTMAS DANGE
Will

Be Held A t Orlando
Country Club

CLUBMEN

WILL

PLAY

The Class of 1940 will be hosts
to all upperclassmen at the annual
Christmas Break Training dance
next Saturday night. The dance
will be held at the Orlando Country Club and dancing will continue
from nine o'clock until one.
The Florida Clubmen of Gainesville have been engaged for the
evening and attractive decorations
have been planned. The chaperones have not been announced yet.
Nathan Bedell is in charge of the
dance and the Freshmen have advertised that it is either girls or
boys bid. With this arrangement
and with every student in Rollins
invited, a large crowd is expected
to attend.

Pi B e t a Phi
Kappa Kappa Gamma
X Club
Alpha Phi
Phi Delta Theta
Rho Lambda N u
Kappa Alpha
Kappa Alpha Theta
Gamma Phi Beta
Phi Mu
Theta Kappa N a
Chi Omega
Independents
Faculty and Staff
Chapel Services
Outside Contributions

$ 36.50—$3.00
26.50— 2.14
22.00— 2.00
10.50— 1.92
40.50— 1.62
14.50— .90
12.30— .72
6.45— .64
5.00— .55
2.00— .40

per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per

person
person
person
person
person
person
person
person
person
person

This Amount Is Nearing $700
Mark Set B y Chapel
Committee
DRIVE

Allen

CLOSES

FRIDAY

A n d MacGaffin
Chairmen

RUSSELL C O W Y THE REV, OENNEY
TO PRESENT PLAI

Communion Service
Given In Memorial
Chapel, December 13

Sigma Nu Inspectors
Visit Rho Lambda Nu Part of Christmas Fund Will go to
"Serenade for Strings" (Tschaikowsky).
The Christmas Co
On December 11, 12
vice was held in Knowles
Support of German Refugee Students "Egmont Overture" (Beethoven). ^*Dame de NoeV\ French Nativity
rial Chapel Sunday, Dec.
"Unfinished Symphony No. 8 in
On Friday and Saturday, Dece
B Minor" (Schubert).
Play Presented in Morning Assembly8:00 A. M.
ber 11 and 12, Rho Lambda Nu
By Staff Member
pealed to the I. S. S. for funds,
fraternity had for their guests Mr.
Malcolm C. Sewell, of Indianapolis, general secretary, and Mr. Raymond W. Blacklock, of Gainesville,
divisional inspector of Sigma Nu
National Fraternity.
The purpose of the visit of these
two gentlemen was to confer with
Rho Lambda Nu concerning their
petition to Sigma Nu which goes
up before the Grand Chapter, in
New York, in August of 1937.

Hungerford School
Singers Entertain
Here With Concert

.
f
.
/
f
.
F
'
I

The Hungerford School Singers
appeared at the Annie Russell
Theatre Wednesday morning, December 9, at 10:10.
Songs included in the program
were: "Hand Me Down", "Golden
Slippers", "State Song", and "Bells
of St. Mary".
This school is located just outside of Winter Park and is indeed
an earnest effort to improve the
lives of the negro people there.
This group of singers who appeared on the program were representative of the older students who
attend this school.

As part of the annual Christmas wanted to come to the United
Fund, the Chapel Staff is includ- States, but we had our own probing in its budget $20 to send to lem of finding positions for Amerithe aid of German refugee stu- can youth in their chosen field, and
dents, through the International thus only 214 could be accepted
Student Service. This organiza- here. Those chosen had exceptiontion was formed in 1919 to give al ability and were usually placed
relief to the starving students in where their German would be of
Central Europe. It is now inter- value to a staff needing foreign
national in its scope, its purpose talent. These 214 students are
being to give material aid to needy now self-supporting in non-comstudents, regardless of race, creed, petitive positions, so that the I. S.
OK political views. Among the in- S. feels that it has been successternational patrons are Lord Rob- ful in its selection and placement.
ert Cecil, Albert Einstein, Robert
After accepting an applicant, a
Millikan, Rabindranath Tagore.
university must be found to offer
The present problem is that of a scholarship, and student organicaring for the German Jewish stu- zations which are interested in prodents who were forced to leave viding board and lodging, and
their universities when the Na- friends who will contribute towards
tional Socialists rose to power in the expense of books, equipment,
1933.
It meant that they must be- clothes and so forth. Without the
come self-supporting, and since cooperation of the universities and
they were barred from almost all organizations in the U. S., the proemployment in Germany and faced gram in this country could not
with the danger of prisons and have been carried on. There is,
concentration camps, many of them however, still an urgent need for
left Germany to try and earn a funds to maintain these deserving
living elsewhere. It meant giving German students who are penniless
up their chosen careers in most and some starving and ill. They
cases, and also that their families need guidance as well as money,
nd friends could not send them and the I. S. S. attempts to set
them on their feet and recommends
any funds.
Many of the students who ap-

MER

(Continued on page 2, col. 7)

Are

The annual Christmas fund,
sponsored by the staff of the
Knowles Memorial Chapel, has to
date a total of $640.
The Symphony Orchestra of
The committee has set a goal of
Central Florida at Winter Park
—
$700. This figure was reached by
will give it's first concert of the
20.75
contributions from the student
season tonight, December 16, a t
body, from townspeople, and from
106.00
the precedes of a collection made
8:15 P. M. in the auditorium of
187.00
at the Monday evening program in
the High School. The price of a
150.00
the chapel.
season ticket for the center reA second collection at the chapel
served section is $4; side sections
Total
$640.00
Christmas service added $187.00 to
and gallery, $3.
the student-supervised drive. Jack
This is t h e latest tabulation to date.
MacGaffin and Charles Allen
The orchestra, organized by Miss
chairmen of the fund, expressed
Mary Leonard in March, 1927, is
satisfaction that the campaign had
an up and rising organization. It
consists of some 70 musicians who
met with ;
are drawn from all over Florida
"The drive will probably exceed
and from the Rollins Conservatory
our expectations and the hope of
of Music.
any member of the various comAlexander Bloch is this orchesmittees who helped in raising the
tra's new conductor. He is a most
money," Allen stated. "Both Macaccomplished violinist as well as
Gaffin and X feel that the student
an excellent conductor.
body, faculty members, and staff
"God's Answer To Human members of the college, along with
Mr. Bloch was born in this coun- "Men Must F i g h t " Deals W i t h
Need"
I
s
Title
Subject
War Enlistment
outside contributions, should be
try, but studied in Russia' under
highly commended for the interest
the great violinist Leopold'Auer.
When Leopold Auer came to the F A C U L T Y A R E I N C A S t S T U D E N T S E N J O Y T A L K and support tKey are sKowif.?<
The committee expects that more
United States to teach, Mr. Bloch
was his assistant teacher. Mr.
contributions would be made beBy Staff Member
The Annie Russell Company's
Bloch now resides in Sarasota. Last
fore the close of the term. Several
On Sunday morning, December
year, appearing as guest artist first play of the season will open
members were still working on
January 15 and 16 in the Annie 13, one of the finest sermons of collections when the latest availwith the Winter Park Symphony
the year was preached in the
Orchestra, he perfonned the fa- Russell Theatre.
able figures were tabulated.
"Men Must Fight", by Lawrence Knowles Memorial Chapel. The
mous Beethoven violin concerto in
The fund will be spent on weld Lauren, deals with an Ameri- Reverend Mr. William H. Denner| fare work in Winter Park and
D major.
n family which is torn between chose "God's Ansjv^er to Human throughout Central Florida. A
Due to the fact that the WPA l peace and war. The father is Need" as the title of his talk.
portion of the collection will be
has engaged some of the orches- Secretary of State and is obliged
Mr. Denney gave a great deal
tra's most important wind instru- to declare war, while the mother of life to his sermon, and the only turned over to the student deans
ment players from WPA orcheS' is the leader of a pacifist move- unfortunate circumstance of the of the college to aid needy stutras at Jacksonville, Tampa, and ment.
morning was the fact that so few dents during the Christmas vacaMiami, it has been necessary to pay
students were present. We stuLast year's drive netted a total
them higher salaries in order to inThe cast is as follows:
dents would enjoy more sermons
of 5800. The complete figure of
sure their attendance at rehearsJose—Detalmo Pirzio-Biroli.
of this type, and Mr. Denney dethe
present campaign will be anals; and since bringing Mr. Bloch
serves much praise.
Albert-—Gilbert Sheldon.
nounced in the next issue of the
from Sarasota each week also inMrs. Chase—Mrs. W. C. Sanders.
The speaking choir made its sec- Rollins Sandspur.
creases the orchestra's expenses,
Peggy Chase—Catherine Bailey. ond appearance in giving the call
the cooperation of the public, in
Madame Seward—Clara West to worship. The student readers
order to maintain a high musical Butler.
included Ruth Melcher, Ly
standard, will be greatly appreRobert Seward—George Fuller. Greaves and Helene Keywan. The
ciated.
Laura Seward — Julia Trow- anthem by the Rollins Chapel Chi
was "Angels We Have Hearl
The program of the December bridge..
High" arranged by Biedeman,
Continued on page 2, col. 3)
16th concert will be:
Is Under Direction of Alexander Bloch

Abdication of Edward VHI from
the British throne automatically
provided for the accession of his
brother, Albert Frederick Arthur
George, Duke of York, shown
above.

NUMBER 12

OF $640 COLLECTED TO
10 TOTAL
DATE IN ANNUAL CHRISTMAS
FUND DRIVE BY COMMITTEE
BE PRE8ENIE0
HERE TONIGHT
Orchestra Of Central Florida
To Play In High School
Auditorium

A King Abdicates
The king has abdicated . , . long
live the king.
Last Thursday one of the most
tragic affairs in the history of the
world reached a climax, when Edward VIII of Great Britain sent
a formal renunciation of the throne
to Parliament, so that he might
marry the twice divorced American
born Mrs. Wallis Warfield Simp-

So much has been written about
the situation in the newspapers
that to reiterate all that has been
said would be foolish as well as
unnecessary. But, in passing it
might be well to consider the possible political consequences of the
abdication.
The king of England is one of
the most important figures in the
world. The crown he wears symbolizes the unity of the British Empire. The allegiance to their king
alone is what holds the British
people together. If ever the kingship should topple, so also would
the Empire.
The Irish Free State and India
have long been threatening to
loose themselves from the bonds
which hold this great Empire together. Surely, when they see
how lightly, after forty years of
preparation for his job, the king,
their emperor, has thrown off his
responsibilities all for the love of a
woman, they, especially the Irish
Free State, may attempt to sever
forever the link that binds them
with their mother country.

(Complete Campus Coverage)

CONTRIBUTIONS TO CHRISTMAS F U N D

By FRED LIBERMAN

The following day the Lords and
Commons rushed through a bill of
abdication which Edward signed as
his last act as Emperor-King of
Great Britain. His next younger
brother, the Duke of York, succeeded him to the throne as George
VI; his coronation will take place
on May twelfth of next year.

antispur

Editorials
Winter Athletics
Ge«rice VI
CiiristmaM In 1030

"Les Preludes" (Liszt).

By JIM EDWARDS
Nearly two thousand years ago a
cei'tain Baby Boy was born in a
manger at Bethlehem in Judea. Today the whole world celebrates this
event
on December twenty-fifth as
On Sunday mornings, December
20 and January 3, a musical service a day of feasting and rejoicing.
In the churches solemn services
will be presented in the Knowles
Memorial Chapel at 10:00 o'clock. are held in honor of the birthday
However, due to the college holi- of Christ. However, the celebraday vacation the Chapel will be tion is not confined to the churches
closed from December 21 until the alone; it is observed as a festal
day by all people in the western
27.
world. In most countries it is a
legal holiday when all banks and
other business institutions are
closed. It is one of the few days
in the year which is both a Holy
Day and a holiday.
At Rollins it is also celebrated
"Songs of Dartmouth College," both religiously and secularly. Bea new edition has been received as cause the great day falls during
a gift from Dr.E. 0 . Grover.
college vacation which is caused
The library is making a collec- , by this particular occasion, it is
tion of college song books and celebrated beforehand. The rewished to obtain from every pro- ligious celebration was held in the
fessor at Rollins a copy of the Knowles Memorial Chapel Monday
evening. The secular celebration
songs of his or her college.
This request is extended also to was covered by the presentation
the members of the University this morning of the ancient French
Club in the hope that they will as- Yuletide play "Drame de Noel" in
sist the library in enlarging this the style that it was given in during the fifteenth century by the
collection.

Musical Service To
Be Held In Chapel

Dr. Grover Presents
Library With Book
Of Dartmouth Songs

Rollins Folklore Society under the
direction of Mrs. Helen Rae.
This play was discovered by Lorraine Warner in a small French
hamlet which had for centuries
given this play annually. Its story
was that of the Birth of Christ
as told by a certain legend known
in that part of France.
As the curtain rose, the Angel of
the Annunciation appeared and
sang to Mary of the coming of
Christ. Because of the Emperor's
orders they were forced to leave
Nazareth. As shelter was i-efused
them wherever they went, they
were forced to take refuge in an
old deserted stable in a small hamlet located in the French hills. It
was here that the Christ Child was
born. The first visitors were the
King, the Queen, and the Page.
Next the Wise Men came and
adored Him in the traditional style.
And last came the atmospheric
shepherds and crowded around the
manger to behold the Infant Jesus.
When they had seen the Child, they
all began to dance and rejoice at
the great spectacle. An air of
true happiness and thankfulness
was exhibited by the actors when
(Continued on page 2, col. 6)

CHRISTMAS

Memo13, at

Dean Campbell delivered the
communion meditation.
The scriptures were read by Mr.
Denney and Dean Campbell. The
acolytes were Rollins students.
Jack Rich and William Page.
A quartet of students. Edelweiss
Hefty, Hazel Bowen, Law Mallard,
and Lyman Greaves, lead the singing. Mrs. Emilie Daugherty played the organ.

Football Banquet
Will Be Held This
Evening In Beanery
Tonight at 7:30 in the main
room of the Commons, the annual
football banquet will be held.
The dinner is to be sponsored by
the Varsity Club, of which D. Henry Fordham, of Orlando, is the
president.
is given in honor of the memof the varsity team. The
members of the freshman team, the
coaches, managers, athletic comttee, and all Rollins alumnus are
invited.
Jack McDowall and Dr. Holt
will be among the principal speak-

THE

ANNUAL SERVICE
HELD INJ^HAPEL
(Continued from page 1, col. 1)
Wise Men to the manger of the
new-born King. As the Shepherd
(portrayed by Siley Vario, George
Gabriel and Paul Welch) and the
Kings (Chris Argyris, George Miller and Nelson Marshall) took the
positions of adoration before tl
Holy Family, the choir sang the
appropriate anthem "The Three
Kings" by Healy Willan.
The fourth and last episode of
the tableaux was most impressive
in that it affectively related the
historic Christmas message to the
life of today. The theme of this
episode, as brought out by the
companying readings, was the
theme of Light. Characters representing not only Youth and Age,
Music and Art, Science and Letters, but also all the great Nations
of the present day world were
drawn with out-stretched arms
from the several parts of the nave
into the beam of the Light of The
World shining down from above
on the chancel below.
This closing scene of the tableaux was triumphantly climaxed
by the magnificent rendition of
the "Hallelujah Chorus", from
Handel's "Messiah". Those who
represented the many characters
of this final episode were Grace
Terry, William Barr, James Bowen, Broadus Erie, Ann Webster, A.
Buel Trowbridge, 3rd, Edward
Campbell, Muriel Averett, Edward
Adamek, Andre Billy, Godfried
Kochert, Sylvia Lima, Detalmo
Pirzio-Biroli, William Morrison
and Mary Zeigler.
Never has the Christmas service
been more impressive and a great
deal of appreciation is due those
who made its superb music and
tableaux possible.
"What is poetry of motion?"
"The kind that's alwas going
•om one editor to another."

Merry :Christmas
from

•a \

Eda's Beauty
Shop

Just what result the affair will I
have, is a debatable questi<
Though it may seem a trifle farfetched, the opinion of your columnist is that this may prove to
be the turning point in the history
of the British Empire.
WPA
As a result of the first obedi(
to orders from Washington, issued |
just after the election, that
WPA rolls should be reduced there |
were sit-down strikes and demo
strations in New York City last |
week. Most of the trouble
made by workers in the four |
branches of the art projects; writers, artists, actors and musicians.
The workers were not the only
ones who protested. The mayors
of large industrial cities, including
Mayor La Guardia of New York, |
sent official complaints to Washington; they do not care to have |
the WPA's burden handed over to |
them.
The result of the affair is that
Administrator Harry L. Hopkins
spoke more gently about staff
cuts, promising that no one in need
of relief would be let go.
Nothing Accomplished
Despite the efforts made hy Secretary of State Cordell Hull, the
much
heralded
Inter-American
Conference for the Maintenance of
Peace is turning out to be some(Continued from page 1, col. 5)
what of a failure. Where there
Edwin Seward — Buel Trowhad been unbounded optimism two
bridge.
weeks ago when the President of
Stephen Chase—Donald Bradley.
the United States made a personal
Evelyn Clyde—Mary Acher.
appearance at the Conference in
Siebert—William Barr.
Buenos Aires, there was to be
Under the able direction of Dorofound last week an increasing tenthy Lockhart, the presentation of
The main source of the trouble the play will undoubtedly prove to
appears to lie with the country be an event which few will want
playing host to the Conference, Ar- to miss.
gentina. Most of the other countries, following the lead of the
United States and Brazil seek a
neutrality treaty to isolate this
country in the case of a European
war. Argentina, determined to
Last Sunday's record concert
have her cake and eat it, says that consisted of Bach's "Shepherd's
nothing can interfere with her cor- Christmas
Music"
from
the
dial feelings toward Europe.
"Christmas Oratorio", and Bruck-

"Men Must Fight" to
Be Held January 15

Bach's "Shepherd's
Christmas Music" Is
Played For Concert

Davis Office Supply

Grover Morgan

Farewell corsages.

The Student's Jeweler
The Colonial Store

And a wish for
A Very Merry Christmas
and A Happy New Year

Lucy Little's
Flower Shop

ner's "Symphony No. 7 in E Major". These compositions, so in
keeping with the Christmas spirit,
were performed respectively by
Stokowski and the Philadelphia
Symphony Orchestra, and Oi'mandy with the Minneapolis Symphony
Orchestra.
The first concert of the New
Year, January 10 at 7 P. M. in
Mayflower Hall, wil contain selections from Weinberger's opera
"Schwanda", and Franck's "Quartet in D Major".

Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year to you all

Flowers sent anywhere in
the United States.

at

"DRAME DE NOEL" CHRISTMAS FUND
IS GIVEN TODAY TO AID_GERMANS
(Continued frcm page 1, col. 6)
the curtain was closed for the last
time.
Thc directress of this play, Mrs.
Helen Rae, deserves a great deal
of credit for the excellent show
that was given to the college during this morning's assembly. The
cast of this pageant was as fol-

(Continued from page 1, col. 2)

Success has turned more heads
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
than halitosis.
Durham, N. C.
Four terms of eleven weeks are
A fool and his money are some
given each year. These may be |1)arty.
taken consecutively (graduation in
three and one quarter years) or
three terms may be taken each
Typewriter Headquarters
year (graduation in four years).
The entrance requirements are inSales and Service
telligence, character and at. least
All Makes Used Typewriters
two years of college work, including the subjects specified for Grade
A medical schools. Catalogues and
application forms may be obtained
from the Dean.

Corsages for the Freshman
all-college dance Thursday
night.

WEDNESD.\Y, DECEMBER 16, 1936

SANDSPUR

COMMENT
ON THE
WEEKS NEWS I

Duke University

Pecans packed and shipped
home.

ROLLINS

Announcer—Andre Billy.
Mary—Claudelle McCrary.
Joseph—Walter Royall.
Angel of the Annunciation—
Hazel Bowen.
Angels—Hildegarde Rees, Eleassen, Marie Howe, Amelia
Dailey, Patricia Guppy, Charlotte
Cadman, Geraldine Wachtell, Lillias Parker.
1—Mary Jane Meeker.
King—Theodore Klebsattel.
Page—Jackie Bowman.
Three
Wise
Men—Frederick
Blachley, George Fuller, Roger
Bridell.
Innkeeper—Frederick Blachley.
Clockmaker—Theodore KlebsatI.
Innkeeper's
Wife — Geraldine
Wachtell.
Shepherds—President Hamilton
Holt, Professor John Rae, William
Page, Law Mallard, Red Rae, Robin Rae, William Vosburg.
Soloists—Hazel Bowen, Walter
Royall.
Duet—Lillias Parker, Charlotte

What Do You Want For Christmas?
(Just Tell Marcie)
WENDY DAVIS—A new shoulder.
MATT ELY—Me too.
DEAN ENYART—Someone "on ray shoulder".
BEETLE VAN BEYNUM—Love and a Dime.
BILL VOSBURGH—I have everything (tel. Murray Hill
8-9934).
CHARLIE CURIE—A divorce.
CHRIS ARGYRIS—A new roommate. (A change will do me
good.)
DEAN SPRAGUE—An extra month's salary.
DICK CUTCHIN—A let-up on this Social Pressure.
TAMPA HYER—A friend who won't ask me to say "Moo
Cow Moo".
POLLY RAOUL—Someone who appreciates a southern accent.
GOOSE KETTLES—Just one good grade.
SAM McDOWALL—I want Goose to graduate.
J E R E COLLINSON—A country club with a chorine to go
with it.
RAY HICKOK—A new belt.
DAVE POOR—An aspirin.
BREEZY ROBINSON—Something to do in Winter Park during vacation.
HARRY D'AMBROZIO—A cowcatcher for this cross-country
work.
MISS TREAT—Just one student who comes to register with
Phys. Ed. card.
MARY ACHER—A trip north.
BILL BARR—A trip south.
BOB CUTHELL—Someone to pay my bill at John's.
BILL SPICKERS—Someone to watch over me.
PETE STRYKER-Ping-pong tables: shorter on my end and
longer on the other.
R. LITTLE—An arm that'll straighten out.
SALLY HAMMOND—A boy friend who can put his arm
around me,
DICK LEE—Just one dancing lesson at Arthur Murray's.
PREXY—A new library, a swimming pool and a Rose Bowl
for Rollins.
JACK BRABANT—A good future.
MRS. COOKIE-COOKE—A new Infirmary and less patients.
BABE SMITH—Someone to call me Baby..

Postal Telegraph

_ _

Thames*

MARKETESSEN

by Postal Telegraph

BUICK

"DOC" LANDER
wishes you all the happiest kind
of a Christmas

Get a good rest—
You have a lot of work
to do when you get back.

Don't forget to Phone 101 for
SUDDEN SERVICE

25c

Rollins College
Winter Park, Fla.

Important—everyone appreciates Christmas gifts
from far away places. They're more exciting . . .
and less apt to be duplicated.

THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES

I

40c to Canada

PONTIAC

are most appropriate tokens of love and friendship.

In this happy season Postal Telegrams of greeting

SELECT ONE OF THESE MESSAGES

Two Fine Cars

301.

Very Merry Christmas to you.

FINE USED CARS

302.

Best wishes for a jolly Christmas and
New Year.

303.

December 16, 1936

Dear Eollins College Students:

and

Orlando

Dr. Francis Carter Wood, director of the Institute of Cancer Research at Columbia University, announced recently that an international atlas on cancer, which is exMusic accompanied by—Presi- pected to aid materially in prevendent Holt (flageolet), Dante Ber- tion and treatment of the disease,
will be completed in about two
gonzi (violin).
years.
Assistants—Marjorie Chindahl,
Virginia Biddle, Miss Marjorie and their time to the production.
Weber.
Professor John Rae must receive
Electrician—William Davis.
the credit for the complicated set
Among others who contributed and the timely costumes. In his
to the success of this show was subtle way William (Tarzan) DaMadame Bowman, without whose vis pointed out clearly just what
translation the show would have the audience should have looked at.
been impossible. Mrs. Guppy, Mar- To each and every one of these
jorie Chindahl, and Virginia Biddle persons go the credit and concontributed both their properties gratulations for a fine show.

—^

Phone 323

Send—Your Holiday Greetings

only

33e N. Orange

Connecticut College is j
hand with Wesleyan Univ.this year as far as drama is <.
cerned. The former school, a w,
man's college, has had to cast itmales in all roles in the past. With
cooperation from Wesleyan men.
the performances should be more
realistic.

Holiday Greetings

Phone 35

Orange
Buick-Pontiac Co.

(Continued from page 1, col. 3)
them to experts who can give
them advice.
The U. S. is not alone in this
movement; nineteen other countries are affiliated, and efforts are
made to place these universitytrained students in the countries of
Asia, South America, and Europe.
Rollins must not let the opportunity to aid in this worth-while
and much-needed work go by.
Surely, we who take our collepe
education almost for granted can
afford to contribute something to
our fellow-students who are in
desperate circumstances. They are
not wanted in Germany today, and
it is up to us to make them welcome here. One way we can do that
is to contribute to the Christmas
fund, so that our objective of ?20
may be sent to the I. S. S.

Same old wish always

a

wishes to extend to you
best wishes for

and a

Everyone appreciates Gifts from DICKSON-IVES,
tliey're more distinctive and convey the dear old sentiment that the best is none too good. DICKSONIVES, like Santa's own pack, is filled to the brim
with the loveliest gifts imaginable.

HAPPY NEW YEAR

A ROLLINS COLLEGE SHOPPER

A MERRY CHRISTMAS

prosperous

Merry Christmas Happy New Year and lovef rom us all.
and many others.

You may also send money, flowers, cigars, candy, books, and
other gifts by Postal Telegraph Money Order.

Surprise everyone on your Gift List with presents
you selected yourself, with presents of distinction. . .
presents with the DICKSON-IVES label.

P. S. TO THE MEN. When in doubt select Perfume. It's a precious gift that tells her how precious
she is to you.
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Student Commends First
Production in Theatre
By ALFRED McCREARY
Miss Clara West Butler may well be satisfied with her initial direction of the Rollins Student Players group. On Friday night last,
this group was seen on the stage of the Annie Russell Theatre, presenting "Misa Lulu Bett", by Zona Gale.
Although # r a t h e r simple plot, it
provided some neat bit of acting she does eat it at all. Miss Elliot
which we feel was well worth the makes her debut on the Annie Russel stage in this play and a brilprice of admission.
After years of drudgery and liant future is expected of her over
slavery in the Deacon household, the Rollins footlights.
cooking for and waiting on her
The part of the self-satisfied,
sister Ina Deacon, her brother-inblustering head of the house Dwight
law Dwight Deacon, and mother
Deacon,
is taken by Robinhood Rae.
Mrs. Bett, taking care of her two
nieces, Monona and Diana, Lulu, Mr. Rae is to be congratulated on
a spinster at 34, meets romance in his excellent portrayal of a diffS
the shape of Ninian, Dwight's wan- cult part. He too, makes his inidering Ivother. They are married tial performance and does so in a
rather accidentally by Dwight who, manner which forecasts many fine
it appears is a justice of the peace. performances.
Ninian takes her away with him
Unimportant as to plot but imto taste of freedom only to realize
portant from the reviewer's standthat he- is already married to a point is the part of Neil Cornish,
woman who he believes is dead but played by Mr. Carl Howland. It
has no definite proof. Rather than would he impossible to say who
to endure the uncertainty of possi- "stole the show" but "Bud" Howble bigamy for her husband, Lulu land came as near to it as any one.
returns home and is forced to face As the bashful suitor of Diana and
the bullying and snears of Dwight who really loves Lulu, this sincere
who tells her that the first wife and sympathetic Milque-toast of
story of Ninian is only an excuse the play deserves high praise and
to rid himself of Lulu. In despera- needs watching. We hope to see
tion, Lulu says she will spread the more of this fellow.
story all over town unless Dwight
The excellent "make-up" of Mrs.
will write to Ninian _and get the
Bett, the old, a bit wandering in
truth. Rather than endure the
the head but nevertheless shrewd
scandal, Dwight grudingly writes
_and sharp tongued mother, went a
to Ninian who, in turn, writes that
long way in aiding this actress tothe first wife story is true. Lulu, ward a brilliant portrayal. The
driven to distraction by her family, part was played by Miss Polly
leaves home just as Ninian returns Raoul and, incidentally she was her
with definite proof that his first own make-up artist. We feel that
wife is dead. He embraces Lulu, the word artist is anything but an
and all are happy as the curtain exaggeration. It was a truly fine
falls.
bit of work.
Of the performance of Miss
Frances Hyer as Miss Lulu Bett,
little need be said. She gave the
audience her usual sterling, sincere and effective characterization
which we now expect and always
get whenever Miss Hyer's name
appears on the dramatis personae.
Miss Peggy Bashford must be
complimented on her performance
as Ina Deacon, the wife who is
always bewailing the fact that no
one ever thinks of her.
As we expect of Miss Hyer, so
do we expect, and are never disappointed, of Jere Collinson, as
Ninian. Well cast as usual, he performed with the polish that is his.
This reviewer feels that a "natural" has been found in Miss Alice
Elliot, who took the part of Monona Deacon, the "brat" of the household. Her gestures and actions
come near to perfection. She is
the typical spoiled child who must
be bribed into eating her egg, when

Last, though certainly not least,
is the work of Miss Murial Averett and Mr. William Crawford, who
carry the sub-plot romance. They
are to be highly commended for
making unimportant parts recognized.
A great deal of credit must go
to those who work "back-stage".
Without this valiant crew the success of the play would be impossible. The very attractive and
effective set was designed by Siley
Vario, the versatile man of the
theatre. When not on the stage
during the play, he may be found
there before and after. Not satisfied with the designing, he also
was stage manager.

Gkmimoi
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Student Writes of Tiny
Town in Austrian Tyrol

Iropkeci/

with trophies
To pay their homage to an infant
King.
The vanished years saw shepherds
in Judea
Find magic light, and pause,
remembering
That there would be a sign that
early morning
When One would come with balm
for weary scars,
A donor of new hope, gay lo\c,
warm shelter,
Who came to earth attuned to
Christmas stars.
HE prophecy of peace has
never vanished;
It sings its way through blur ol
martial drums.
Good will to men is more than
myth or fancy:
There are so many kindly wa\s
it comes!
Where stockings hang, gift-filled,
and dreams are mended.
Where fires, long dull, glow high
and true again.
Because we shared, an echo finiK
fulfillment:
"Peace on earth, good will once
more to men!"

T

Allen and the members of his
Stage-Craft class.
In charge of properties was Mortimer Lichtenstein, whose handling
of the job is worthy of many
thanks by the entire company.
Assistant to Si Vario was Bruce
McCreary—that invaluable tusyWiiliam Davis was electrician
and Miss Olga Matthews was in
charge of costumes.
Students who acted in the play
and participated in the technical
work will receive points toward
membership in the Rollins Student
Players. This is put on a point
basis. A minimum number of
points is set and all who achieve
this minimum will automatically
become members of the Players.
The Rollins Student Players will
present three more plays this season. "The Bishop Misbehaves" is
to be produced February 18 and
19, 1937. On April 16, "The Importance of Being Earnest", that
rollicking comedy of Oscar Wilde,
is to be presented. These two plays
will be directed by Donald S. Allen.
The final play of the season, "Broken Dashes", will be given on May
14, under the direction of Harry
R. Pierce.

The construction, painting, lighting, properties and costumes was,
as usual, under the direction of the
All tryouts are
capable and efficient Mr. Don
Allen. The work was done by Mr. campus.

open

to

For those last minute gifts

BOOKS
Merry Christmas

ROLLINS

THE SANDSPUR BOOKSHOP
354 Ptiillips Bldg.

Pan-Hellenic Ruling Rules
(Ed. Note: These are effective from January 4th to the 17th.)
(1) There shall be no formal rushing. The number of
rushees at informal parties shall not exceed twenty.
(2) Indication banquets may be formal and shall be held
on the night of Friday, January 15th. Invitations for indication banquets shall be in the mail Thursday, January 14th
before 8:00 A. M. Answers shall be in the mail by 10:30 A. M.
January 14th.
(a) A period of ilence shall follow the indication banquets and shall be ii effect until Sunday, January 17th at
4:00 P. M.
(4) Each sorority shall allot itself not more than thirtyfive dollars ($35.00) to be used for rushing expenses. This
includes both active and alumnae rushing. This does not include expenditures for indication banquets. When a sorority
has expended its allotted thirty-five dollars ($35.00), rushing by that sorority shall be "Dutch" until the night of the
indication banquet.
(5)

No rushee shall spend the night with

•ity girl.

(6) No late permissions for rushees shall be asked on
rush dates or parties.
(7) No sorority shall pledge more than nine girls.
quota applies to entering women only.

This

(8) Sorority bids to pledge shall be in the office by 9:00
A. M. Saturday, January 16th, Rushees shall apply for their
bids from 2:00 P. M. until 3:45 P. M. Sunday, January 17th.

the

COLLEGIANS

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
Winter Park—9

Orlando—3176

By JANE WILLARD
High up in the Austrian Tyrol lies the tiny village of Serfaus.
Completely indifferent to the rest of the world it remains aloof from
even the gaze of a strayed tourist.
There are no signs urging you to come there. No sight-seeing
busses mark it on their schedule.
In fact there is not even
road that leads you to it. There back in the dining room and the
is only the path where each day village band begins to pump away,
the postman, from Landeck, drives if you take a turn at their dances
in his sleigh up the steep mountain their friendship will be won. The
to deliver the letters and news- old folks sitting on the side lines
wearing their heavy, old-gold jewpapers.
If you have not the ten shillings elry are tapping their feet to the
to hire a sleigh it means a good music. In the center of the floor
six hours struggle up the slippery are the young folks in their home
mountain. After considerable prac- made clothes doing their native
tice the time can be cut to about dances. The little waitress, carryhalf of that. But the first time ing steins of beer to the tables, is
forcing your heavy body up, up, seized and hurled into the dance.
step by step" digging your thick Around and around they spin.
boots into the crusted snow, the There are no slow fox-trots here.
end seems far away. In the vast
Breathless you twirl around until
silence you can hear only the faces and tables spin past you,
quick gasps of your breath cutting until the strong arm of your partthe cold air, the thumping pulsa- ner is unable to hold you up and
tions of your heart and the steady dizzily you stumble for a chair.
crunch, crunch of your boots.
Perhaps your bedroom may be
When darkness descends in the next to the hay loft, for the, inn
far distance, the lights of the vil- and stable are connected. You may
lage greet you, glistening over the hear the cows rubbing their stiff
snow. But the path turns into the necks against their wooden halters.
blackness of the forest again only Soon, however, you will fall asleep
to emerge two hours later near under a huge eider down quilt.
enough to distinguish the roofs
The next morning a stout rap on
of the houses and the steeple of your door announces a rosy faced
the church.
Fraulien, who enters your chilly
You pass a shrine by the way- room with a pitcher of hot water.
side. Some one must be just ahead From the look in her eye you know
of you for a newly lighted candle that unless you get up at once and
is burning at the feet of the wash, there will be no more hot
Savior. His face stands out from
the shadows giving comfort and
Even if your watch says eight
courage to the weary traveler.
o'clock, the signs of activity outWhat seems like hours later, you side of your window indicate that
at last push open the broad wooden the day began long ago.
door of the village inn, and ask
After dressing hurriedly you
for lodgings. The air is filled with
the heavy smoke from the thick rush down stairs before any more
pipes of the men, who sit around of the day has been wasted.
A light pole down the way turns
in small groups over their beer.
They say the reason why the tyrol out to be a statue marking the
has so much fresh air is because wooden fountain where old women
the peasants keep all the windows are scrubbing clothes through the
broken ice. The little children
Around the tile stoves are wet stare gravely at you and murmur
mittens and socks steaming out. "Gruss Gott" as they shyly tug
The hallway is lined with skii poles their sleds after them. Entering
the tiny church, oldest in the Tyrol,
and rucksacks.
Fraulien Schmidt extends her you see beautiful wooden carvings
hand in welcome and calls out of the Madonna and the Child.
"Gruss Gott" (God's blessing on
On Christmas Eve the peasants
you). It is the lovely simple greet- from miles around will come to this
ing of all the country people.
church to worship. All day long
You, with your red face and the steep slope is dotted with hudfunny clothes, will be looked upon dled figures bending their way
with suspicion by the wearers of upward to the church, stopping to
the tyrolian jackets, however on give thanks to their Savior.
Saturday night, after the dishes
No matter how poor they may be
have been done and the cattle fed,
there is always money to put into
when the tables have been pushed
the offering.

ANDY'S GARAGE
Expert Service
KENDALL
the 2000 mile oil

HOUGH'S
FOOD MARKET
Quality — Service

THE BOOKERY
Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners
Come out to

ROLLERSKATE
On Lake at rear of
Carolina Moon
Trailer Camp

Carolina Moon
Skating Rink

Christmas

Christmas Tree Lights for
Decorations
Enter the Winter Park Tree Lighting Contest.

MERRY XMAS TO YOU FROM US

Don and "Smitty"
AT THE SHELL STATION

WINTER PARK ELECTRIC SHOP
Day and Night Service on Radios
Phone: Day 29—Night 204

Corner Fairbanks & E. Park Ave.

AMERICAN LAUNDRY
AND

DRY CLEANING CO.

Gary's Pharmacy

SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS
Bachelor Service for Men
Dry Cleaning a Specialty
Rick Gillespie and Henry Lauterback, Campus Agents

extends to you best wishes for a
Merry Christmas
and

BAGGEH'S SERVICE STATION
extends to you best wishes for
We've just the gift for
HER or for HIM, which you
will want to get before your
vacation begins. We'll wrap
it, too, charging only for
materials used.

Yowell-Drew's
ORLANDO

A Merry Christmas
and

A Happy New Year
HOT AND COLD PLATE LUNCHES
A SPECIALTY

UNION BUS STATION
We handle Poinsettia Ice Cream exclusively.

A Happy New Year
CORNER E. PARK & FAIRBANKS AVE.

LiLES and minutes soem shorter
when you take your Holiday trip by bus.
Your Christinas vacation starts from th«
moment you board one of the new
Zephyr buses to follow highways that
lead home. In this cheery, friendly atmosphere you recapture the romanca
and thrill of holiday travel of old . . .
-when the stage coach and "coach and
four" were the only means of going home.

PRESCRIPTIONS CAREFULLY COMPOUNDED

Hamilton Hotel
Winter Park Phone 9179

On. Round
WOT Trip
New York ..S15.60 J29.90
Wash., D. C. 12.65 22.80
Cincinnati .. 12.75 22.95
Toledo
15.55 28.00
Chicago
16.60
29.90
New Orleans 10.70
19.30
Jacksonville 2.50
4.50
Miami
_.. 4.75
8.55
St. Petersb'g l.SO
2.35
Daytona .... 1.30
2.35
Atlanta
7.15
12.90
Special Low Fares to Al"
Other Points.
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tle and Gerard Kirby will furnish plenty of
interest to the fans.
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EDITORIAL

Urmssurning yet mighty, sharf and fointed, welltjunded yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet
8S gritty and energetic as its name imflies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a
feer, wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation : all these will be found ufon
investigation
io be among the extraordinary
qualities of the
SANDSPUR.
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Merry Christmas
The Sandspur takes this opportunity to
wish all students, faculty and staff members a merry Christmas and a happy New
Year.
We hope that your much needed vacation
will give everyone ample time to play, sleep,
and be "merry", so that all will return to
school well rested ad ready to embark upon
the work of the new term.

Winter Athletics
With the varsity program complete until
the opening of the fencing season intramurals enter the spotlight for the best part
of the winter term. With the strength of
the Independents, due to the policy of deferred rushing, creating a close race for the
Gary Cup, intramurals are rapidly gaining
in importance on the campus.
Crew and basketball will capture spotlight
at the opening of the term and the final
rounds of the tennis tournament will be
watched with interest.
Crew, a sport which is rapidly gaining interest in intramurals, should be a close race
to the final gun. Probably no single sport
was as closely contested as crew last year,
and this year should prove no exception.
Strong teams were entered by every fraternity and independent group and all indications point to an even better season this year.
Basketball too should be more interesting
this year with the addition of a stronger Independent team, the addition of Justice and
Daughtery to the Theta Kappa Nu team and
Brownell to the Phi Delt team, last year's
champions.
Should the race be one-sided for one team
or another the brilliant play of such performers as Murray, the Ieague','3 leading scorer,
Jack and Joe Justice, George Miller, R. Lit-

Tennis should be of interest with future
varsity material performing, led by Jack
McKay and Jack Hall.
In the spring swimming, volleyball, diamond-ball and golf will do the honors to
wind up the intramural program and determine the winner of the coveted Gary Cup.

George VI
England has a new king. His title is that
of George VI. He was declared so with the
usual and traditional ceremonies. Celebration followed, with all eyes looking toward
his coronation.
But who is George VI? He is one and
one-half years younger than former King
Edward VIII. He is married, and has two
small daughters, the oldest being Princess
Elizabeth, next heir to throne of England.
This new king has always been a quiet
and retiring man. He has never been a
"flashy" and outstanding man in his political beliefs. His opinions on national and in-1
ternatioal questions have never been given
to the public.
Has he the recommendations of a good
king? Will he serve England well? From
his past record, we can say nothing of his
recommendations. We think he will serve
England well, in that he will be faithful and
loyal to this duty bestowed upon him.
But will he be a wise king? This question is difficult to answer. From what we
know of George VI, we can say he will be
very much like his father, the late George V.
He will attend to all public duties in traditional manner. He will build up the prestige
of the royal family. He will never be greatly
loved by any one class of people. Yet, he
will be greatly respected by all.

Footnotes

CONSERVATORY
NOTES

Another week has spun past and
its nearing time to clean up your
chimney, but right now comes the
report on another infirmary houseparty.
In place of football, this week,
we had a cross country run. Exams
were taken for weak hearts and
such, but every one passed. Of
course Jack Barrington hadn't
counted on quite so much mmpff!
in the practice runs, so he had to
pay the diathermic machine a little
visit and forget the race.
The colds this week included
Ruthie Connor, Oliver Daugherty,
Nat Bedell, Lee Davis, Ellie
Gwinn. George Gabriel haunted
the building with an ingenious
sort of cold—the kind no one can
see or hear, but Gabe was sure it
was there.
Annie Whyte takes the prize for
originality this week, though it
looks like an awfully painful way
to be original to me. Its a fractured metatarsal bone, in her foot,
a result of basket ball. The cast
is a cute thing with a high heel,
and is fast getting smothered with
autographs.
Matt Ely is out and around, and
its grand to see him again.
Here's a fine idea for these
term-paper fiends, inaugurated by
Wilma Heath the other day. She
went to the infirmary because she
felt the need of a rest cure, demanded sleeping tablets and the
private room, and off she went, so
ileep into duskland that she couldn't
even hear the cross country race
or the horns blowing. Some tablets!
Wendy Davis celebrated an early
Xmas Saturday. He went down
to the infirmary for the first tubbath he's had in a week, a la Robert. Merry Scrub;nas, Wendy.
May we remind you that the infirmary closes at twelve o'clock
on Friday, so get a good supply
of cough medicine while you may.
Much as we hate to, we're saying goodbye to Miss Schwartz this
week—for after Christmas she will
take up her residence in a swanky
Tampa hotel where she will start
Tampa hotel.

We do not believe that George VT will be
more than a rubber stamp for Parliament,
especially the House of Lords. We cannot
find in his character the wise perception and
The Symphony Orchestra will
By STEVEN H. BAMBERGER
give its first concert of the season
outlook on national and international politics
To say that Christmas is upon us, at such an early date, would not this evening at the new Winter
that Edward VIII possessed. To date, he
Park High School Auditorium.
has not shown the outstanding personal only be regarded as an extremely premature remark by some, but Many will remember when the or
might also be looked upon as a wee bit pornographic by those who
qualities held by his brother.
chose to do so. To say that Christmas is coming would undoubtedly chestra's new director, Alexande
bring forth such perpetually brilliant comments as "So's the Fourth Bloch, appeared as its soloist and
George VI will be just another English of July" or "So's your old man" plus a few forgotten relatives who played a Beethoven violin concerto,
king. We think that his reign will be that make it a point never to miss up on the Yuletide bounties. Therefore a year ago last March. The
gram will include the Egmont
of a good king. At least we hope so. But we've decided not to mention Christmas at all this year and to dwell Overture by Beethoven, Les Preupon the winter vacations instead.
we do not see in him a brilliant and shining
ludes by Liszt, Serenade for
The beautiful thing about
Strings, Tchaikowsky, and Schuleadership.
tions is that you can always tell Well the library is very crowded
'T'HEKE are 14 golf courses at
bert's Unfinished Symphony.
when they're coming as they'
•*• the gold mines near Johandue to the increased amount of
Claudelle
McCrary,
violinist,
heralded far in advance in the shop term papers to hand in. We've
nesburg, South Africa. We
wonder if the African golfers
windows of the local merchant; heard it said more than once that Mary Jane Meeker, cellist, and
use those white cubes with litIllustrated placards displaying a at the end of the term the work Sally Hammond, pianist, composed
tle black dot«
the trio that furnished music at
Originally, Thanksgiving was the day set empty cash-register and entitled increases inversely to the amount
last Friday's Student production,
"Come back soon. We need you",
Those Ashtabula, O., salesaside to cease work and thank God for a are common sights around the of time you have to do it in, so "Miss Lulu Bett".
men who use horses and bugthat if you hurry up and finish
successful harvest. Today, Thanksgiving main drag along with those other
Our far-famed
violinist, Ted
gies for transportation because
that last beer you'll just make the
oats is cheaper than gasoline
has degenerated into a day of celebrating and insipid pictures of a smoking pis- two-forty-five for Winsocket, Mass. Klebsattel, turned the tables on us
make us wonder if the automolast week by appearing as a cellist
tol entitled "Come back or else".
feasting. You either go to the annual Corbile is here to stay.
Trains. That's what we were for the benefit of the German Club.
However, tbe sign that took the
nell-Pennsylvania football game, or you stuff zwieback was the one found the trying to think of. The train He joined Mary Jane Meeker and
San Jose, Calil., woman
trips up, and back are often re- Fred Blachly in playing a cello
other
day
in
one
of
our
more
promisends city manager check for
yourself with food until you can't move.
$20 because she loafed on her
nent establishments. It read, "Pay ferred to as the warp and woof of trio at the Club's last meeting at
job in a city office. More such .
Originally, Christmas was set aside as a your bills now. The world is com- the vacations. (Ed. Note: Yeah, the Kappa Alpha house.
people would put WPA on a
everybody gets warped and then
No longer do we have to do our paying basi?
holy day, because it is the birthday of Jesus ing to an end and we don't want
to have to look all over Hell for they woof all over the place.) Say practicing with fur coats and mitChrist. Today, Christmas has degenerated
you". Oh death, there is thy sting, wait a minute Van Beynum, who tens on, now that the practice
Watsonvilie, Calif., man has
into a day of exchanging presents and gala
he second reminder of the holi- the devil's writing this anyway? buildings are equipped with brand
a biscuit baked in 1878. Stout
Well nevertheless, the train trips
stuff. He probably holds it up
celebration. In reality, Christmas i.s the big
new gas heaters in every room.
of
the de
are really very exciting. Most of
to his wife as a model of how
The luxurious warmth of the
day for children, and a "headache" day for tice w th copies sent to your father, the students forget where
not to bake biscuits.
your nother, your maiden aunt berths are and they all usually end building is even attracting outsidparents.
The height ot oppression—
, Mahatma Ghandi, Dr. Da- up in somebody else's bed. Isn't ers. There is talk of having a
the parking meter. You bun*
farewell tea party in Hildegarde
id Ex-President Herbert H. that funny? We think
This year, Christmas should mean more
for an hour for a parking spot
Rces's room to promote the new
r. This notice is the fifth scream. (Ed. Note: Who
and
then have to »ey a nickel
to use than ever before. When the depreschummy atmosphere.
you have received in as many days ed?) Aw nerts. 1
to park in it.
sion set in, most of us were not mature and goes so -far as to insinuate that
one trip we took from Roll:
enough to understand its vital importance. you are in the same position you many people got into our bunk that
We had taken things as a matter of course. were in at mid-term. (Which, by the train had time to go (and' did
the way, is an utterly ridiculous
Yes, things were falling into a decided slump. assertion as its all we can do to too) to California and back again
before the last man was accounted
The papers said that this depression would sit still for a minute, much less for. He happened to be the colored
be the most serious we had ever experienced. for a period of weeks.) If you porter a t that.
don't make up your work before
But don't get the wrong impresThe depression did set in. The country school closes you're a meanie and
on the Rollins
Campus
the spirit
was feeUng its worse pinch. 1932 passed three quarters of a ghost and we
cle
fun.
of
won't play with you any more. In
with no change in the already low condifact we were thinking of not play- spent our time learning how to put Betty Myers, '38.—Betty comes
hails from a town in Florida called
tions. 1933 came, and we hit our lowest ebb. ing with you anyway as its getting the Greek alphabet into short-hand,
from Covington, Ky., and
Sarasota, but on campus lives a t
1934 brought a slight uplift in conditions. pretty late and daddy's getting others occupied themselves by try- Kappa Alpha Theta. She
ing to get out from under and still member of the R. Club, having the new X Club. He majors in
tired, so there you are.
Philosophy, is in the Phi Society,
1935 rang out with enlightened spirits. We
others
just
slept
peacefully
The next way to assure yourself
also hockey and volleyball teams on the Intermural Board for his
were beginning to understand this depres- that a vacation is near (that is if throughout the whole trip. So
This year she is president of Pan- second year, and is secretary of
sion. People said that things were getting you're bashful about looking at hope you can readily see that n
Hellenic, and secretary of her so- the Interfraternity Council. He
ing
was
amiss
(unless
it
was
Miss
calendars. Or maybe you have
rority. She is on the chapel pub- played freshman football, was a
better.
looked at the calendar. What's Bailey who giggled all the way licity staff, writes a column for cheer leader for two years, and is
It's 1936! Things are better! For the that? You haven't got a calendar? back from San Francisco) and ; the Sandspur on "Women in secretary of the X Club. Mink is
good time was had by all.
Sports", and is a member of that on the Chapel committee, plays infirst time in six years, people are spending, Well then use a Sears Roebuck
catalogue instead and nobody will
In closing, we think a few part august and celebrated body, the tramural athletics of all varieties,
buying. People are cheerful. Mother is in- know the difference.) is to walk ing words of advice regarding your
Phi Society. She majors in Eng- works on the Sandspur and was on
creasing the gift list, like a skeleton taking into the library any houF of the vacation would be quite fitting if lish and thinks travel the best bet the Rat Committee this fall.
on new flesh. Father is unusually quiet and day. Its bound to be packed. not essential. In the first place, after graduation.
William Barr, '38.—Bill comes
Everybody's packing. This is no don't get off the train a t Washingsecretive, like a Cheshire cat waiting to jump paid advertisement but we'll venJeanne Gillette, '38.—"Gil" is a from Pelham Manor, N. Y., and is
ton unless you live there and even
smoothy
from
Larchmont,
N.
Y.
on its prey.
ture to say that it won't be long then think twice. The last time we
vice president of Theta Kappa Nu.
before we'll all be riding in did that we not only missed the She is secretary of Kappa Kappa He is president of the InterfraYes! There is a Christmas spirit. Every- those dandy, new Packings 120s train but never got home a t all. Gamma for her second year, and
ternity Council, is on the social
in
the
Spanish
Club
she
was
secreone is falling in full swing with the wave that nd having a lulu of a time. (P. Oh yes we know the President was
tary in her sophomore year and is committee and on the Chapel ushis crossing the country. People are not sup- ': Will you kindly stop reading very nice to us but we sure did now vice-president. For sports she ering staff. Bill goes out for intrathat "What do you want for miss the home-cooking.
pressing their desires to give, for once again
has taken swimming, golf, intraChristmas" column and put your
In the second place, don't play mural tennis, and basketball. In mural athletics, and is alternate
this spirit is thriving in everybody's heart.
this. You know its darn
with strangers. Shoot crap recognition of her fine tap-dancing representative from Theta Kappa
We thank God that 1933 is here. We uisconcerting to talk on and on f o r ' '^ y»u must, shoot the conductor she appeared in the Rollins Dance Nu to the Student Council. In his
a full 1200 words and then to find I ^°° if it'll make you any happier,
freshman year he was on the Mysthank God that Christmas is here. But most out that your audience is listening ' ' ' " ^ion't play cards. We've for- Revue two years ago. Her major
•s busmess administration and her terious Board of Five, which was
gotten the reason for this long ago arnbition the diplomatic service. quite an honor, and this fall he
of al], we thank God that the people know to King Edward's abdication.)
After that, of course, we parked i""' ^'e think it had something to We all like her new ear, but we
that they are back on their feet, and that
supervised our latest shipment of
the car and . . . (Ed. Note: Bam, do with original sin or bootleg miss Goo-Goo.
the depression is a thing of the past.
freshmen from his exalted posithat's the wrong story.) Oh yes. whiskey or something.
Malcolm Whitelaw,
Mink ' tion on the Rat Committee.
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NEWS AND VIEWS
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Playing in such a game would ruin Georgie's status in the A.
A. U- and ™*'^e l*'"^ ineligible for baseball in the spring. I would
like to see a provision made whereby George could take a fling
at pro ball. It would be interesting to observe such a contest
and see the Little Phantom swap tricks with the grizzled veterans of the run and swat game.
This promoterial organization probably was thinking in terms of
Miller's box office appeal down around Ybor City when they made
him the offer too, for I hardly think that they have forgotten his grid
capers down the Tampa way yet. They evidently believed that George
would snap up the offer and play for a monetary song just for the fun
of it However, it was perhaps wise of George to turn down such an
r-ticing offer and stick to amateur life in athletics until he finds
just what he wants.
The sports scribes up North Carolina way are yet reminiscent
of the days that Jack McDowaU stalked on the N. C. State
gridiron. In the press box during the recent Duke-N. C. State
game, they were rating the great Ace Parker in the same category with McDowall . . . and Parker was an All-American selection this year.
McDowall's cavorting antics are yet a cherished legend up in the
Old North State and many a soap box session turns into a McDowall
eulogy. Jack was one of the most eccentric football players that ever
trod the terrain in that league and his unorthodox but spectacularly
brilliant play made him a popular figure in their grid history.
The finish of the cross country grind was one of the most hotly
contested affairs that I think has ever been staged here in intramural history. Gillespie put up a valiant finish and just had
enough of the old stuff left to put on the spurt necessary to forge
into the lead. Gillespie, Castelluccio and Joe Justice ran an exceptionally good race and it is the first time that I have ever
heard of the pace setter coming in anywhere near the first pldce
as Castelluccio did.
When the Gridders assemble tonight in the Beanery for their
nual fete, they will have as a guest a former "R" Club member that
is responsible for the "Tar" monicker that sticks to the Rollins athletic teams. Ray Green, '23, is the man and he is at present residing
in Winter Park
It seems that during the AVorld War, Green was around the
college as a student when the Navy sent down a couple of scows
to be used as training "Ships" and a Navy unit was formed here
with drills being staged on Lake Virginia in these two boats. So
Rollins went one up on the landlocked Swiss people with the Rollins Navy.

Green, as a promising young Naval recruit, dubbed every thing
that smacked of extra-curricular activities with the present appellation. The name stuck, as peculiar nicknames do, and until this day,
and probably for many years to come, all Rollins athletic teams will
be "Tars".
And if by chance, you have ever seen the Winter Park Sea
Scouts puttering about on Lake Vii ginia with that old swaybacked
tub of theirs, you have seen one-half of this glorious "Navy" of
the bygone days. They seemed to have fallen heir to the ship
after the rabid rabble of the war had worn away and have nursed
it along until today.
The other half of the "Navy" suffered a fate that is similar to the
battleship Maine—only I think it was an alcoholic explosion that
jirompted some of the jubilant collegians to stick fire to their old
playmate. "Admiral" Green accidentally started a tradition that will
probably stand the acid test of time as long as the college does.
Of course the old tub probably isn't of so much sentimental or
economic value, but I would like to see it back as college property as a memoir of the nautical RolUns era and as the traditional figure that is responsible for the "Tar" monicker. It wouldn't
take so very much to wheedle the ancient craft from the Sea
Scouts—they would most likely welcome an advent of a more
"speedy" era of sea scouting.
/hy not have the varsity "R" Club regain possession of the boat, make Green the Admiral Emeritus, and every
winner of the coveted "R" a life time Gob in the Rollins Navy. It
would be a cherished tradition and add more of that which only comes
through time to the perpetuation of the "R" Club.
P. S.—Miller would be a pretty competent Admiral to assist
Will Rogers in doing the bridge watch.

We Wish You a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

We cater to students for teas and after dinner dances.

THE LITTLE GREY HOUSE
MRS. BRYANT WASHBURN, Prop.
Maitland, Fla., Highway 17
Phone 9190-J

We Wish You a Merry Christmas

MEET JACKETS IN
ATLANTA FRIDA!
WILL THEN

Coach W. L. Roney and a squad
of seven fencers will leave tomorrow morning for Atlanta, Ga.,
where they will open their 1936-37
season with a brace of engagements, facing the Georgia Tech
fencing team on Friday and the
Atlanta Athletic Club's swordsmen
Saturday. They will disband for
the holidays after
Saturday's
match.
Although this is the initial baptism of fire for the majority of
the squad, Coach Roney is confident that his sword wielders will
be able to take the measure of both
the adversaries.
This bout with Tech will be the
ninth meeting of the two teams,
with the Tars taking seven of the
eight encounters. The Georgia
Tech fencers were the first team
that fenced Rollins here in Winter
Park and are slated to return this
match later in the year. In meeting the Athletic Clubmen, the Tars
will face a newly organized fencing unit and little is known of
their strength.
The loss of Mike Kai-nilow, who
failed to return this year, will
weaken the squad of three returning veterans but Coach Roney has
uncovered freshmen prospects to
round out what is expected to be
the strongest fencing squad that
he has ever turned out here at
Rollins.
Don Cetrulo, Don Cheney, and
Eugene Townsend are the veterans
who make up the nucleus of the
team. Townsend, a three blade
man, was one of the most successful of the Tars on their Eastern
invasion last year. Cetrulo and
Cheney are two blade fencers and
both are very clever fencers that
turned in impressive performances
in the East last year.
Malcolm Corlies and Jack Hagenbuch are the two freshman additions to the squad that are expected to round out this year's banner squad. Of the two, Corlies, a
two blade fencer, promises to be
the better prospect, although Hagenbuch, a three blade fencer, is
not far behind in ability. Both
come with impressive prep school
fencing records.
Bob Belden and Oscar Ehrhorn
will round out the squad that is being taken to Atlanta. Both Belden
and Ehrhorn wield two weapons
and are being carried as reserves.
George Fuller makes the trip as
manager. The squad will disband
in Atlanta for the holidays.

Newsreel Cameras
Of Universal Snap
Feminine Crewsters
The Rollins Co-eds turned from
their very realtistic grind of intramural crew practices last Sunday
morning and looked into the shutters of the Universal Newsreel's
cameras for several minutes of
grinding and snapping out at Lake
Maitland.
The newsreel service contacted
Coach Bradly through the Publicity
Office and requested the privilege
of getting the shots of the feminine paddlers in action for their
cinema features and arranged to
take shots Sunday.
The women's crew teams here at
Rollins are one of the first schools
to branch out into this phase of
athletic competition and judging
from results, they have been doing
pretty good—jumping from dock to
shell to newsreel in three months.
Quite enthused over his feminine
crewsters, Coach Bradley says that
they have just as much rowing
form as the men's intramural shells
have, despite the fact they don't
have the power to propell the boats
quite so fast.

The Rollins Press Store, Inc.

Phone 115

The Bennett Electric
Shop
242 E. Park Ave.

GILLESPIE WINS
Stages Heroic Drive To Nose
Out Castelluccio
THETA KAPPA NU FIRST

DISBAND

Merry Christmas
Happy New Year
Hurry Back

Store your car with us over the Holidays.

Pittsburgh-Washington Game May Avenge
Old Rose Bowl Losses for Panthers

Take On Atlanta A. C. Next
Day; Tars Impressive

and a Happy New Year

THE COLLEGE GARAGE

SANDSPUR

FENCING SQUAD TO FACE GEORGIE TECH

By BOB HAYES
Southern Enterprises, Inc., created quite a bit of zestful conversa• tion when they made an attempt to lure Georgie Miller into their
'' ranks as a pro footballer and offered George the chance to play in
* the professional exhibition game that is to be played in Tampa, De• cember 22, between the New York Yankees and the Boston Shamrocks.

ROLLINS

This
Calif.
toward
feature

is the scene of the New Year's Day Rose Bowl fi:amc as it looks from thc air over Pasadena.
Inset, upper Jett, is Coach Jock Sutherland. Upper right is Coach Jimmy Phelan. Bounding
you, center, is Elmer Logg, Washington's all-star back, typical of the stellar performers who
the Kose Bowl game each year.

ROLLINS TO HAVE
WINTER FOOTBALL

WOMEN
IN
SPORTS

A L O i l BANQOET
TO HONOR TARS

Six Weeks Session to Open By defeating the Pi Phis 27-4 Thirty-Eight Gridders And
January 11
Guests to Participate
and the Independents 42-14 Tuesday and Thursday of last week,

HAVE EARLY FALL GAME the Kappa Alpha Thetas finished BROWN IS TOASTMASTER

the Intramural basketball tournament an undefeated and victorious
A six weeks winter football team. In the Pi Phi-Theta game,
training session, beginning about the former team fought a hard but
January 11, for next year's pros- losing battle throughout, as the
pective Tar gridders was announc- Theta forwards found the basket
ed by Coach Jack McDowaU this within easy reach too many
week. The practices will termi- times. Acher and Whyte continnate February 20.
ued their excellent team-work iinThis session is to be patterned til the third quarter when Whyte
after last year's practice period suffered a fractured foot from a
and will have the gridders out three bad fall and was replaced by Lichdays each week during the period. tenstein who succeeded in continOne or two practice games are on uing the good work. The hard
docket to add zest to the windup game played by the Pi Phis, parworkouts.
ticularly Raoul, Myers and ManMost of the time during these waring, added speed to the match,
winter sessions is devoted to the and the game was by no means as
fundamentals of football and the uninteresting as the score might
acquaintance of the freshmen play-^^ indicate.
ers with the double wing back system of play. Emphasis is laid upon
blocking and tackling, with plenThe most exciting and closelyty of time allotted for the real and
matched game of the week was the
the dummy practice.
second game of Tuesday afternoon
Coach McDowall also said that j when the Independents played
there will be plenty of scrimmages
Cloverleaf. With both teams scorto help in the selection of a coming almost simultaneously in the
bination for next year's eleven and
second half, the Independents overto give him an opportunity to look
over the players coming up from came Cloverleafs slight lead in the
the freshman squad, and assign last few minutes of the game to
finish with a 21-20 victory.
them to positions.
On Thursday night, the Thetas,
The reason that winter practices
playing against the Independents,
are needed is due to the fact that
ran
up a score of 42-12 to win the
school opens so late in the fall that
there is only about three weeks to tournament, while Cloverleaf, pitted against the Kappas, finished
whip the candidates into shape.
the game with a winning score of
24-6.
The New piano in the Union
A summary of the tournament
music room at Purdue University shows the following results: Thewas chosen by the blindfold test. ta won four, lost none; Cloverleaf,
Seventeen musically inclined peo- Independents and Pi Phis won two
ple sitting behind a screen voted and lost two; the Kappas lost four
on the different makes by "hear" but never failed to put up a fight.
and eliminated the less desirable The intra-mural score board shows
instruments.
Theta with 95 points, Cloverleaf,
Independents and Pi Phis with 35
and Kappas with 25.
The second crew race, held on
Lake Maitland Friday afternoon,
placed the two shells in the posiWhich We Carry in Stock tion of a tie, when Gulnac's crew,
Ruled or unruled fillers for 7 coxed by Ruth Myers, crossed the
finish line a half length ahead of
ring notebooks.
Steel strong boxes for money or the opposing shell. It remains to
personal papers.
be seen which will win two out of
Inks in ten different colorsthree.
Stamp albums, packets, hinges,
In the archery tournament, Jane
tongs, detectors, kodapak.
Smith is leading with a total score
Gavels, paper flag pins, music
of
288; Galbraith is second with
writing paper and pens.
224 and Anne Miller third with
220.
The latest results of the tennis
tournament: B. Gardener defeatC O M P A N Y
ed Manwaring 6-2, 1-6, 6-1.
39 East Pine St.
In the golf tournament, ManOrlando
waring defeated Lichtenstein, B.

A Few Unusual
Items

O'NEAL-BRANCH

The varsity and freshman footbail squads will be honored at tht
annual dinner given them by tht
Rollins Varsity Club, an alumni
organization of lettermen, in the
Beanery tonight.
The twenty-three members of
the varsity squad and the fifteen
members of the freshman team, in
addition to the coaches and managers, will be the guests of honor.
In addition, the lists of guests will
include about fifty individuals who
have been associated with the work
of the teams this year or who are
outstanding supporters of the Tar
athletes.
Ervin T. Brown, treasurer of
Rollins, will act as toastmaster
after the gavel has been turned
over to him by D. Henry Fordham,
representing the Varsity Club.
President Hamilton Holt will be the
principal speaker.
Special guests of honor will
elude John H. Neville, of Winter
Park, a graduate of Rollins in the
class of 1898 and the first man to
receive a varsity letter at Rollins;
and W. E. Miller, Leesburg, father
of George Miller, Rollins' brilliant
halfback who played his last game
for the Tars in the Stetson skirmish on December 4.
The winners of Varsity letters
win be announced by Coach McDowall during the banquet, which
will begin at 7:30.
Smith defeated Manwaring,
Myers defeated B. Smith.
will play Ann Whyte after
mas for the championship.

RicV GiUespie staged a heroic
finish to nose out Frank Castelluccio for top honors and lead the
Theta Kappa Nus to victory in the
Rollins College annual cross-country. With victory apparently in
his grasp after a magnificent race
Castelluccio came into the last fifteen yards the leader by a seemingly comfortable margin only to
have Gillespie drive past him to
win by a foot.
The race was a close one
throughout and the title-winner
was in doubt to the final second.
The opening gun saw Lew Wallace
take the lead and set a killing
pace to the Infirmary where he
dropped back out of the running.
The pace was about 13 miles per
hour at that point and Levy, Casteluccio and Rick Gillespie took the
lead and set a saner pace. At the
turn of the scenic drive Joe Justice moved up to first place and
Dennis and Hoskins, who had been
up with the winners dropped back.
At the hard road again the pace
began to show on Levy and Hoskins who dropped out of their commanding positions. Costello and
Alter moved up and took possession of fourth and fifth positions
but the winner was undoubtedly in
the leading group of Castelluccio,
Justice and Gillespie. At the infirmary they were in that order
but at the K. A. house Castelluccio and Gillespie put on a sprint
which put Justice ten yards back
in third place. Entering the horseshoe Gillespie attempted to sprint
but Frank matched him stride for
stride and with less than twenty
yards to go held a five yard lead.
It was all Castelluccio untU Gillespie staged a final sprint to carry
himself into the lead by a foot to
succeed Freling Smith as champion. His time was 18:40 while
Castelluccio's was a fraction of a
second slower.
Joe Justice took third with ease
while Costello took fourth position.
Then in order followed Alter, Dennis, Daugherty, Wallace, Levy,
Murray and Twachtman. Brabant
was unique if not brilliant in gaining last place unchallenged.
The team standings in order
were Theta Kappa Nu, Independents, K. A., Phi Delta Theta and
X Club.

Washington And Lee
To Row Against Tar
Eight Here April 2nd

The first intercollegiate crew
race ever held in the South will
take place here on April 2 when
the Tars wiil row against the
Washington and Lee crew on Lake
Maitland. Rollins and Washington and Lee are the only colleges
in the South having crews.
The Generals are expected to arrive in Winter Park at least a week
prior to the date of the race and
will work out on Lake Maitland.
The ice on their crew course in
Lexington, Va., will interfere with
their practice and confine it to doing gymnasium work largely, so
the Generals will come down early
to make sure that they get in at
least one week of practice before
the meet.
A race in Lexington, Va., between the Tars and the Generals
has been tentatively arranged when
and B. the Tar crew makes their annual
Myers
of the North early in the
Christmonths.
Varsity crew practice will get
underway late in the winter term
after Coach Bradley has worked
out the intramural crews. It is expected that several promising oarsmen will be uncovered during the
Intramural crew season to replace
the five missing men in last year's
shell.

The
LOOK FOR THIS SIGN Mount
when you want ice cream.
Wherever you see it, you
can be sure of getting the
quality ice cream of the
South.
Taste Southern
Dairies and you will understand why it is the
South's largest-selling ice

committee on health at
Holyoke College has issued
this annual warning to students:
Drink only cider that has been
boiled or pasteurized, and eat only
fruit that has been thoroughly
washed.

An "artificial sun*' to aid in the
study of sun rays, as the wind
tunnel aids in the study of air curJoin the Sealtest Saturday night rents, has been constructed in the
Radio Party—8 P. M. (E.S.T.) NBC town planning studio of the Columbia University school of architecture.

SIX

THE

ROLLINS

SOCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
I ALUMNI NEWS I
Volney Bragg, who graduated
from Rollins last year and :
member of the X Club, returned to
the campus last week for a visit.
He will remain until Christmas
vacation begins.
Gulielma Daves, class of '36,
came from her home in St. Petersburg Friday to see the production
of Miss Lulu Bett. She returned
home Saturday noon.
Ben Kuhns, class of '35, wa
Orlando on business last week, and
was a guest at the Theta Kapp;
Nu dance Saturday night.
David Bothe was a guest of Phi
Delta Theta Fraternity last week,
Dave was in the class of '36.
Announcements have been received of the marriage of Katharine Putnam to Mr. John Arthur
Bowers on Nov. 25th in Milwaukee,
Kay was a student at Rollins ir
1931-32.
The engagement of Virginia Orebaugh, '35, to Watt Marchman,
'33, both of Winteh Park, was
nounced Dec. 5th.
Paul Murphy, '38, is in the oil
business in Hobbs, New Mexico.
John Moore was married oi
Nov. 1st to Miss Margaret Rich
ard. The wedding took place ir
Setauket, N. Y.
Sally Stearns has entered the
Yale I Drama School.

AD LIBS
By RICHARD ALTER
The spirit of Christmas has invaded Winter Park in true fashion. The stores are all decorated
in their holiday trimmings and are
well prepared for the rush of the
biggest buying season of the year.
The merchants advertising in our
columns have united in an effort to
extend to the students best wishes
for a Merry Christmas and a Prosperous New Year. May we take
this opportunity to return that
wish and to thank them for their
loyal support in the past term.
If your problem of Christmas
Gifts is still unsolved, this will be
the last opportunity to take the
folks back home a present from
Florida. If you have your gifts
already selected and are mailing
them, Mrs. Thompson in THE
BOOKERY, has a large supply of
corrugated paper that is excellent
for wrapping packages and she
will be only too glad to give it to
you free of charge.
THE BENNETT
ELECTRIC
SHOP on E. Park Ave. has a nice
selection of practical electrical
gifts that run from the inexpensive to the expensive. Drop in and
see them and possibly you may
find something that suits your
taste.
PRUYN'S JEWELRY STORE
on the corner of E. Park Ave. and
Morse Boulevard has an assortment of everything in the line of
jewelry. Jewelry makes a nice
gift and it has a lasting value.
Mr. Pruyn has on display, a group
of attractive gifts that range from
one dollar up.
When you look at your automobile and wonder what you are going to do with it because you are
taking a train home, just phone
THE COLLEGE GARAGE, 115,
they will come over and take away
your worries. They offer you safe
storage and dependable handling.
Or if you are driving it home let
BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE or NEWCOMER'S SHELL
STATION give it a complete check
up before you leave on your trip.
They have every service there for
your needs. Gas, oil, grea^ng,
tires, tubes, battery,' and even
spark plug cleaning machines.
If you have any outstanding accounts left before you leave, why
not see that they are cleared up—
and make it A MERRY CHRISTMAS for all.

THETA KAPPA NU
RAS M S DANGE

ON AND OFF
CAMPUS
Dorothy Ciccarelli went home
with Guerney Tilden to Tildenville

Gamma

Phi

Beta gave a new kind of party. The
Given at Dubsdread On Sat- to spend last week-end.
Ruth Spruance spent the week- house was decorated with two
urday Evening

COLORED

BAND

PLAY

Florida Alpha of Theta Kappa
Nu fraternity entertained at an
all college dance at Dubsdread
Country Club last Saturday night.
The Florida Collegians, a colored
orchestra from Tampa, played for
dancing from nine until one o'clock.
Punch was served throughout the
evening.
A Christmas motif was carried
out in the decorations. Red and
green crepe paper bands stretched
from the beams of ttie ceiling to
the corners of the room. Large
green Christmas trees, decorated
with silver tinsel stood on either
side of the fire place where a large
fire burned. Over the fire hung
the electric sign of the fraternity
made in the shape of the Theta
Kappa Nu pin.
Over one end of the dance floor
hung a canopy woven of green and
red streamers which contained balloons of all colors. These balloons
descended on the dancers shortly
after intermission.
This was the third formal all
college dance of the year. Chaperones were Mrs. Marion Wilcox,
Mrs. NeUie Lester, Dean and Mrs.
Anderson, Mr. and Mrs. Stone,
and Mr. and Mrs. Melcher.

end visiting Mrs. Winslow in Orlando.
Julian Lane, Charles Root, and
Charles Harris, all students at the
University of Florida, visited in
Winter Park over the week-end and
attended the Theta Kappa Nu
dance.
Mr. and Mrs. Raoul of Sarasota,
Mr. and Mrs. Hyer of Tampa, and
Mr. and Mrs. Elliot of Melbourne
were guests on the campus Friday
and attended the production of
Miss Lulu Bett Friday evening.
Ruth Hill returned to her home
in New Jersey last week for an
eye operation. Bob Kurvin accompanied her.
Ruth Connor went to her home
in New Orleans Monday afternoon
to be operated on.

When Louisiana State University's new mascot, "Mike", a $750
tiger cub, came to town, he was
met at the station by the 200 piece
band. The parade through the
campus included scores of cars and
even a garbage wagon to add color
to the procession.

Inquiring Reporter 10 BE MMM
Question: What do you think of the Sandspur?
Bill Barr: I enjoy reading it, but not as much as I did two
years ago.
Elsie Moore: Any paper that can make a college infirmary
seem like a place that you just must visit is a good paper.
Yes, I like the Sandspur and would never miss an issue if
there were enough in the dorms.

Christmas trees trimmed with tinsel and colored lights, and red and
Andre Billy: I like Wednesday because it brings me the
green candles about the house. On
•Sandspur. The Sandspur is—with the Flamingo—one of the
the mantel were the gifts left there
best institutions of Rollins. Edited by students, and for stuby our old friend, Santa Claus.
dents, it is the spiritual and social chain that links all the difStockings hung from the mantel
ferent buildings of the campus and makes every one of us
feel members of a big family.
filled with candy and goodies.
When the guests arrived, they
"Tubby" and "Sweet Pea": We like it!
immediately rushed through the
house trying to find hidden objects
Marita Stueve: As a reporter of student activity and opin—more or less of a scavengerion, I think the ^andspur accomplishes its purpose. However,
puzzle-hunt all wrapped into one.
it appears to me that lately the proof-reading has been exThen all the guests played Cootremely careless. There have been too many en-ors.
Coo, the craziest game ever put
Ed. An apology to Ruth Bradley for the omission of the
out, amid much gayety and laughword "a" in her last week's critique of the Flamingo. One
ter. After this, great physical
"a" will make a big difference in the meaning of the criticism.
feats were performed with Miss
Roper coming out as the winner.
Dinner Club Friday night after the
When everyone had proved that
performance.
she could or could not be as silly
Those attending were Miss Clara
as her next door neighbor, the^
Butler, Gere Collinson, Polly Raoul,
food was brought out. A Gamma
Joh»
Turner,
Fi-ances
Hyer,
Phi Special was served and we
Charles Allen, Louise Macpherson,
hope for a great wave of popuGotfried Kochert, Mort Lichtenlarity for this dish. Popcorn acthe stein, Dick Jones, Peggy Bashford,
he director, members (
companied bur smeared faces. The
cast, and members of the crew Detalmo Biroli, Micky Averett,
party was over.
for the Rollins Student Player Bud Howland, Nan Poeller, Bill
A bird in the hand is bad man- production. Miss Lulu Bett, wer Crawford, Lois Raege, Robin Rae,
guests at a party at the Ivanho Jane Irby, and Si Vario.

Cast of "Miss Lulu
Bett" Entertained
On Friday Evening

^

Bradleys Entertain
With Surprise Party
On Brady's Birthday

Program To Be Held Wednesday al Five O'clock
TO BE GIVEN IN CHAPEL
On "Wednesday, December 16, at
5:00 o'clock, a program of Christ,
mas music and familiar carols will
be presented in the Knowles Meraorial Chapel.
Bruce Daugherty, tenor; Aroxie
Hagopian, soprano; Hazel Bowen,
contralto, and Lyman Greaves,
bass, will be the soloists on the
afternoon program. The Rollins A
Cappella Choir, under the direction
of Christopher Honaas, will present "Cantique de Noel", "Joyeous
Christmas
Song",
"Shepherd's
Story", "In Dulce Jubilo", "Break
Forth O Heavenly Beauteous
Light", "I Saw Three Ships", and
"Good King Wencelas".
Mr. Siewert will offer several
selections
appropriate
to the
Christmas season. The Rollins
Women's Octette will present "0
Jesus So Sweet", and the Male
Chorus will sing "God Rest Ye
Merry Gentlemen".
The congregation will be invited
to join in the singing of "First
Noel", "Silent Night", "The Three
Kings", "While Shepherds Watch
Their Flocks", "Bring a Torch",
"Hark, the Herald Angels Sing",
and "O Little Town of Bethlehem".

^fPC-

Ruth and Don Bradley entertained at a surprise party in honor of
Harold Brady's birthday Friday
night at their home in Winter
Park.
Refreshments of weiners and
lis, marshmallows, and ice cream
and cake were served.
hose attending were Ruth
Bradley, Harold Brady, Cricket
Manwaring, Don Bradley, Ruth
Myers, Curry Brady, Ruth Blunden and George Miller.

Buddy,
I can't pay a higher compliment than that.
Girl or cigarette... when
I tumble that means I'm
for 'em.
Chesterfield's my cigarette.
Going Home
for Christmas?

A n d I'll tell all hands they've
got a hearty good taste that

Perhaps you need some
clothes for cold weather.

makes a sailor happy. And

A Mallory Hat, cravenetted, at

listen, they're milder.
. . . for the good things a
cigarette can give a sailor

$1.95 up
Wool Mufflers, of botany wool

$1.95
Wool Socks, Interwoven

50c and 75c
TOPCOATS, reversible. A
smart featured topcoat, wool
checked pattern on one side and
a tan gabardine material on the
jiner.
Perfectly suited for
motoring—

$20
Best Wishes for a Very

Merry Christmas!

R,C. BAKER, INC.
at the corner, downtown

"GIFTS THAT LAST"
assortment of beautiful gifts ranging fro

. C. L. PRUYN, Jeweler
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Yes

M'ake the "Christmas Gift" to the folks at home, something from the local stores. Come in and see what we are
offering. If will be a pleasure to help you make your
selections.

THE R. F. LEEDY CO.
Dry Goods

THE

Gamma Phi Beta Has
New Kind Of Party
On Sunday Evening
On Sunday night.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 16. 1935

SANDSPUR

"Down Town"

Ladies' W'ear
Copyxight 1936, LIGGETT & MYERS TOB.

